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Easy to use workbenches for Qualitative Reasoning and modelling have been virtually nonexistent. This has a
limiting effect on the use of this Artificial Intelligence technology and its uptake by a larger audience. We
present Garp3, a user-friendly workbench that allows modellers to build, simulate, and inspect qualitative
models of system behaviour. The workbench employs diagrammatic representations for users to interact
with model content and simulation results, and provides seamless interoperability between the different
modes of use. Domain experts can use Garp3 to create conceptual models in situations where numerical
information is sparse or unavailable, or when they want to formalise their conceptual understanding of how
systems behave. Garp3 can be applied to stakeholder management or dissemination activities to illustrate
and explain phenomena, and facilitate discussion among participants. The workbench can also be used in
formal education to have learners express concepts, or interact with existing models, and support them in
developing their understanding of ‘how things work’.
Garp3 incorporates a range of techniques from Artificial Intelligence known as knowledge-based techniques.
The main goal of this paper is to present the representation and reasoning methods of these techniques as
they have been developed and fine-tuned within the Garp3 workbench. The focus hereby is on the symbolic,
non-numerical calculations that are required to generate the state-graph of a system's behaviour efficiently,
while taking into account that users need to be able to track and understand this reasoning, both in terms of
the end result and the intermediate results it delivers.
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© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Qualitative Reasoning is an approach from Artificial Intelligence that
provides means to express conceptual knowledge such as the physical
system structure, causality, the start and end of processes, the
assumptions and conditions under which facts are true, qualitative
distinct behaviours, etc. Qualitative models provide formal means to
externalise thought on such conceptual notions (cf. Norman, 1993;
Schwarz and White, 2005). There is growing interest from ecological
experts to create qualitative models of phenomena for which numerical
information is sparse or missing. There is also an interest to capture and
simulate conceptual knowledge as such (cf., Jørgensen andBendorrichio,
2001). However, building qualitative models is difficult and hampered
by the lack of easy to use tools.

Tools are being developed that take a graphical approach to having
learners build qualitative models (Bredeweg and Forbus, 2003).
Graphical representations help reduce working memory load, and can
support search and inference processes (cf. Larkin and Simon, 1987;
Kulpa, 1994). Such external representations also help learners present
their ideas to others for discussion and collaboration. This relates to the
idea of using concept maps (Novak and Gowin, 1984). The main
difference is the rich and detailed semantics used, which is based on
Qualitative Reasoning formalisms. However, to further enhance usabil-
ity, approaches such as Betty's Brain (Biswas et al., 2001) and Vmodel
(Forbus et al., 2001) reduce the amount of modelling elements available
in the model-building software. Although this is effective, it has the
obvious drawback of not using the full potential of Qualitative Reasoning
and the means it provides for representing conceptual knowledge.

In our approach, we want to preserve the full expressiveness of the
Qualitative Reasoning formalism (Bredeweg et al., 2006). Moreover, we
also want to address domain experts and support them in articulating
and capturing their conceptual knowledge. We have therefore devel-
oped Garp3, a user-friendly workbench that allows modellers to build,
simulate, and inspect qualitative models (http://www.Garp3.org). The
software uses a diagrammatic approach for representingmodel content,
and graphical buttons to communicate the available user options and
manipulations.

This paper discusses the Garp3 workbench, particularly focussing on
the internal representation and reasoningmethods that are required for
the functioning of this software. Section 2 provides a brief overview of
what Qualitative Reasoning entails by discussing general characteristics,
applications, and the overall working of such problem solvers. Section 3
describes the representation and reasoning employed in Garp3 from a
user perspective. It highlights the ingredients modellers canmanipulate
and use to create models, and how the engine applies those ingredients
for its key inference capability, namely the qualitative prediction of
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system behaviour. This section also includes a concise example.
Sections 4, 5 and 6 address the details underpinning this key inference.
Section 4 discusses inequality reasoning, a capability that is central to
Qualitative Reasoning and that is sometimes referred to as ‘common
sense arithmetic’ (e.g. Simmons, 1986). Section 5 explains how Garp3
computes state descriptions of qualitatively distinct system behaviour,
based on a scenario and a library ofmodel fragments that capture partial
knowledge of system components, processes and external influences
(referred to as agents in Garp3). Section 6 describes how a state-graph
can be constructed by determining transitions between the states that
describe the qualitatively distinct behaviours.1

2. Background and characteristics

Qualitative Reasoning is a research area within Artificial Intelligence
that appeals to both fundamental research on human cognition and to
practical applications in industry (Bredeweg and Struss, 2003). Humans
are very good in reasoning about the physicalworld usingonly fuzzy and
qualitative information (cf. Gentner and Stevens, 1983; Winkels et al.,
1998). At the same time experts, when discussing the occurrence of
phenomena (e.g. represented in complex mathematical equations),
typically refrain from using numerical details. Instead, they use
qualitative arguments, including cause–effect relationships, to explain
and convey their ideas (de Kleer, 1990). Observations such as these
stimulate research on Qualitative Reasoning. The idea is that, ultimately,
truly intelligent robots should have this kind of expertise in order to
function properly in the real world (Hayes, 1979).

Meanwhile research on Qualitative Reasoning has established itself
(e.g. Kuipers, 1994). Traditionally, the majority of research deals with
physics andengineering (WeldanddeKleer, 1990). Successful application
areas include autonomous spacecraft support (Williams et al., 2003),
failure analysis and on-board diagnosis of vehicle systems (Struss and
Price, 2003), automated generation of control software for photocopiers
(Fromherz et al., 2003), and intelligent aids for learning about ther-
modynamic cycles (Forbus et al., 1999) aswell as for learning about other
systems and phenomena (Bredeweg and Forbus, 2003).With the support
of the NaturNet-Redime project (http://www.NaturNet.org/) extra
leverage was provided to the use of Qualitative Reasoning in ecology
(Salles and Bredeweg, 2006), particularly concerning topics such as
sustainability (see also other papers in this special issue).

Conceptual models are defined as models that improve our under-
standing of systems and their behaviour (e.g. Mylopoulos, 1992; Grimm,
1994; Guizzardi, 2005; Haefner, 2005). They can be used as a pre-
mathematicalmodelling step or as standalone instruments for knowledge
capture. Qualitative Reasoning technology is well suited to model and
simulate such conceptual knowledge.

In Qualitative Reasoning, the quantities that describe the dynamic
features of a system typically hold qualitative information concerning the
current magnitude and direction of change, using an interval scale,
consistingof anorderedsetof labels (without anynumerical information),
e.g. {Zero, Low,Medium,High}. Sucha set of labels is called aquantity space.
Landmarks are specific labels within this set (actually points) that refer to
situations in which the behaviour of the system changes significantly. For
instance, a substance reaching its ‘boiling temperature’ will stop getting
hotter and start boiling.

Qualitative simulations explicitly represent system behaviour and
how it evolves over time. Time is represented as a graph of states (possibly
including loops) that reflect qualitatively distinct system behaviour.
States have duration, but the exact length of the duration is unknown
(that is, not represented). State transitions occur when magnitudes of
quantities change, because they increase or decrease. For instance, if in
1 For further reading see also Bredeweg et al. (2008), which presents a structured
method for constructing qualitative models. In Bredeweg and Salles (2009) the use of
the Garp3 workbench in building a set of models and inspecting simulation results is
explained and illustrated.
the current state (SX) the temperature of a substance (TS) is at boiling
temperature (TB) and decreasing (δTS<0), then the substancewill move
to a state (SY) in which its temperature is smaller than its boiling
temperature: SX(TS=TB)→SY(TS<TB).

Theory onQualitativeReasoninghas resulted in a set of dependencies
that capture cause–effect relationships between quantities. These
dependencies are defined such that on the one hand they represent
conceptual notions that closely match human reasoning (Bredeweg and
Schut, 1991; de Koning et al., 2000), while on the other hand they are
grounded in mathematical formalisms allowing automated computa-
tion. Two typical examples of such dependencies are direct influences
(changes caused by processes) and proportionalities (causal propagation
of changes) (Forbus, 1984). These are the qualitative representations of
ordinary differential equations andofmonotonic functions, respectively.
Proportionalities are sometimes referred to as indirect influences, as they
propagate changes caused by direct influences to other quantities.

A typical Qualitative Reasoning engine has inference mechanisms to
assemble the appropriate set of dependencies that describes a system in a
certain state of behaviour, and to change this set for other states of
behaviourwhen some of these dependencies no longer apply and/or new
ones become applicable. Two aspects are important for this approach.
Firstly, the idea that behaviour can be inferred from the physical structure of
the system, and secondly, that knowledge about system behaviour is
stored in (small)model fragments with conditional information detailing
when such a fragment is applicable (including the physical structure to
which itmayapply). Preferably, these fragments implementfirst principles
for the domain of knowledge from which they originate, empowering
their reusability across systems. Note that in other modelling formalisms
‘system structure’ refers to the set of equations used to describe the
system. In Qualitative Reasoning, however, system structure refers to the
representation of the entities that constitute the system and how they are
connected (hence, the term ‘physical system structure’).

Qualitative information may be inconclusive regarding opposing
trends. For instance, consider pouring water from a tap into a partially
filled bucket with a hole in the bottom. Will the water level decrease,
stabilise, or rise? Qualitative Reasoning engines are designed such
that they exploit such ambiguity to generate a solution space that
represents all possible solutions (that is, all possible behaviours) as
opposed to a single one. At the same time, ambiguity can often be
resolved by providing inequality information regarding the relative
impact of the relevant influence (e.g. if the tap inflow is larger than the
outflow via the hole, the water level will rise). As such, when building
qualitative models, ambiguity often triggers a knowledge discovery
effort duringwhich experts refine their knowledge, specifying priority
for the phenomena involved and the conditions under which these
models hold.

3. Representation and reasoning overview

This section introduces theGarp3 concepts ofmodelling (Section3.1)
and reasoning (Section 3.3). Section 3.2 provides an example that is
added for illustration purpose only. For advanced models built with
Garp3 see e.g. Salles et al. (2006), Tullos and Neumann (2006), Araújo et
al. (2008), and the contributions to this special issue.

3.1. Knowledge representation

In Garp3 a distinction is made between basic model ingredients
(Tables 1 and 2) and aggregates (Table 3) that can be built from the basic
ingredients. There are two types of aggregates: scenarios and model
fragments. Scenarios represent initial situations ready for simulation.
Model fragments are partial models that represent individual parts of
domain knowledge. The model fragments are stored in a library. When
running a simulation the Qualitative Reasoning engine searches the
library for fragments that are applicable to the conditions established in
the scenario. In doing so it ultimately creates a state-graph (or behaviour-

http://www.NaturNet.org/


Table 1
Basic model ingredients (physical system structure).

Ingredient Description

Entity Entities are the physical objects or abstract concepts that constitute
the system. Their relevant properties are represented as quantities
that may change under the influence of processes. Entities are
arranged in a subtype hierarchy.

Agent Agents are used to model entities outside of the modelled system.
Agents can have quantities influencing the rest of the system,
which are called exogenous quantities or external influences.

Assumption Assumptions are labels that are used to indicate that certain
conditions are presumed to be true. They are often used to
constrain the system behaviour generated by a model. They can be
associated to structural and behavioural aspects of a system.

Configuration Configurations are used to model relations between instances of
entities and agents. Configurations are referred to as structural
relations.
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graph) that represents the possible behaviours of the system as initially
described in the scenario.Users can inspect this state-graphusingmultiple
views (Table 4).

Central to Qualitative Reasoning is the way a system is described
during a period of time in which the qualitative behaviour of the
system does not change (a qualitative distinct state of behaviour). The
notion of change is subtle (and different from the notion of state in
mathematical models), because numerical magnitudes of variables
may change whereas from a qualitative point of view the behaviour of
the system remains constant and does not change. When pouring
water from a tap into a bucket, the amount and height of the water in
the bucket both increase. From a qualitative point of view this is a
single state of behaviour until a new landmark value is reached, e.g.
when the bucket becomes fully filled and starts overflowing.

To determine the applicability of model fragments, a distinction is
made between conditions and consequences. Conditions specify what
must be present or hold in order for a model fragment to apply. Model
fragments may also require other model fragments to be active in
order to become active themselves. Consequences specify the
knowledge that will be introduced when the model fragment applies.
In the Garp3 interface conditional model ingredients are displayed in
red, while consequences are displayed in blue.

Three kinds of model fragments are used in Garp3: static, process
and agent. Static fragments are used to describe parts of the structure
Table 2
Basic model ingredients (behaviour).

Ingredient Description

Quantity Quantities represent changeable features of entities and agent
of stuff) and derivative (direction of change).

Quantity space Aquantity spacespecifies therangeofpossiblevalues that aquantit
quantity space for the derivatives, namely: {−, 0, +}. Values in a q
within quantity spaces these two types consecutively alternate.

Magnitude and derivative The magnitude indicates the current value of a quantity. The
increasing (+). A value assignment indicates that a quantity h
space.

Direct influence Direct influences aredirected relationsbetween twoquantities, and
are therefore said tomodel processes. Depending on themagnitud
increases or decreases. An influence I+(Q2, Q1) causes the quantit
(assuming there are no other causal dependencies on Q2). For a n

Proportionality Qualitative proportionalities are directed relations between two qu
quantity depending on the derivative of the source quantity. For t
proportionalities are either positive or negative. AproportionalityP
if Q1 remains stable (assuming there are no other influences on Q

Correspondence Correspondences are relations between qualitative values of differe
of quantity X corresponds to value B of quantity Y, the simulator d
undirected, it also derives the value A of quantity Xwhen quantity

Inequality Inequalities (<,≤, =,≥, >) specify an ordinal relation between tw
specify anorder between items, theyare sometimes referred to as o
two items related by them.
of the system, and the proportionalities that exist between the
quantities. In static fragments all ingredients can occur except agents
and influences caused by processes. Process fragments contain at least
one direct influence, but no agents. Process model fragments are used
to describe processes that take place within the system. A process can
be defined as a mechanism that causes changes in the properties of
some object, or that causes objects to disappear or new objects to
appear. The notion of a process is a key concept in the Qualitative
Process Theory approach to Qualitative Reasoning (Forbus, 1984).
Finally, agent fragments contain an agent, i.e. an element that is
external to the system and, although not influenced by that system,
may impose one or more influences on it (Bredeweg et al., 2007).

3.2. Example of a simple qualitative model

Fig. 1 shows a scenario created in the Garp3 Build environment.
This scenario defines an instantiated entity (named Green frog) of the
class Population. This frog population has a quantity Number of with
magnitude Small. The derivative is not specified and thus unknown.

Figs. 2, 3 and 4 show model fragments created with the Garp3
Build environment, which are stored in the model fragment library,
and as such capture conceptual knowledge about population
behaviour. The fragment shown in Fig. 2 represents how the size of
a population (represented by the quantity Number of) determines the
Biomass of that same population. The proportionality (P+) between
Number of and Biomass specifies that changes in Number of propagate
to changes (in the same direction) in Biomass. The correspondence
(Q) specifies that the two quantities have co-occurring magnitudes.
For instance, if Number of has magnitude Large, then so will Biomass.

Figs. 3 and 4 show model fragments representing the natality and
mortality processes. In Fig. 3 the quantity Birth (rate) has a positive
direct influence (I+) on Number of, which means that the magnitude
of this rate determines the change in Number of. There is also
feedback, implemented by the proportionality (P+), betweenNumber
of and Birth. Changes in Number of propagate to changes (in the same
direction) in Birth. Finally, when there are no individuals there can be
no birth. Hence, there is a value correspondence (V) from the
magnitude Zero of Number of to the magnitude Zero of Birth. Notice
that the line representing this correspondence has only one arrow.
This means that the dependency is directed: only when Number of has
magnitude Zero, the dependency becomes active and puts a constraint
s. They are represented by their quantity value, which consists of magnitude (amount

ycanhave. Eachquantityhasauserdefinedquantity space for themagnitudes, andadefault
uantity space form a total order. Each qualitative value is either a point or an interval, and

derivative indicates how a quantity changes: decreasing (−), steady (Zero), or
as or should have a particular magnitude or derivative from the associated quantity

areeitherpositiveornegative.Direct influences are thecauseof changewithinamodel, and
eof the source quantity and the type of influence, the derivative of the target quantity either
y Q2 to increase if Q1 is positive, decrease if it is negative, and remain stablewhen it is zero
egative influence I− this is just the opposite.
antities. They propagate the effects of a process, i.e. they set the derivative of the target
his reason, they are also referred to as indirect influences. Like direct influences,
+(Q2,Q1) causesQ2 to increase if Q1 increases, decrease if Q1decreases, and remain stable
2). For a negative proportionality P− this is just the opposite.
nt quantities, and can be eitherdirected orundirected. The formermeans thatwhen valueA
erives that quantity Y has value Bwhen quantity X has value A. If the correspondence is
Y has value B. There are 6 correspondence types, 12 if directedness is included.
o items, i.e. that one item is different from (or equal to) the other item. Because inequalities
rdinal relations. There are elevenways touse inequalities, alsodependingon the type of the



Table 3
Model ingredients (aggregates).

Ingredient Description

Scenario Scenarios describe the initial state of a system, and can consist of all
the ingredients that can be used as conditions in model fragments,
except for other model fragments. Scenarios are used as input for the
qualitative simulator. The qualitative simulator interprets the
scenario (finds applicable model fragments, incorporates their
consequences, and derives values) to generate one or more initial
states. These initial states are used to generate the rest of the
behavioural graph.

Model
fragment

Model fragments describe part of the structure and behaviour of a
system in a general way. They are partial models that are composed of
multiple ingredients. Model fragments have the form of a rule. This
means that model ingredients are incorporated as either conditions or
consequences. Model fragments themselves can be reused within
other model fragments as conditions, called imported model
fragments. Furthermore, subclasses of model fragments can be
created, which augment the parent model fragment with new
ingredients. The consequence ingredients of model fragments that
match the current system situation will be added to that scenario. In
that case, the scenario fulfils the conditions specified in the model
fragment (which describes a general situation).

Population
Green frog

Number of

Zsml
Large
Medium
Small
Zero

Fig. 1. Scenario for running the simulation of a population named Green frog. Green frog is
thus an instance (a specific case) of the class Population. The entity hierarchy to which
Population belongs is not shown. TheGreen frog population has been assigned the quantity
Number of, with the quantity space Zsml. This quantity space consists of four values {Zero,
Small,Medim, and Large}. The derivative quantity space is default, and consists of {–, 0,+}.
The arrow pointing down refers to –, while the arrow pointing up refers to+. The quantity
Number ofhas been assigned themagnitude Small as initial value,while the derivative (δ) is
unspecified.

Population
Any population

Number of

Zsml
Large
Medium
Small
Zero

Biomass

Zsml
Large
Medium
Small
Zero

Fig. 2. A model fragment capturing knowledge about the relationship between the
quantities Number of (size) and Biomass of populations. The fragment becomes active
when an entity of type Population exists (e.g. because it was defined in the scenario).
When active, this fragment introduces (or reuses if already known) the quantities
Number of and Biomass, and their accompanying quantity spaces. The fragment
specifies a positive proportionality (P+) between Number of and Biomass (the latter
following changes happening to the former), and a full quantity space correspondence
(Q) between the quantity spaces of these quantities. The correspondence is bi-
directional meaning that whenever the magnitude of one quantity is known the
magnitude of the other quantity can be inferred.
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of the magnitude of Birth (and not vice versa). Fig. 4 shows similar
knowledge for themortality process. Themain difference is that Death
(rate) has a negative influence on Number of, which is represented by
a negative direct influence (I−) from Death on Number of.

Having specified one or more scenarios and a library with relevant
knowledge, simulations can be run in the Garp3 simulate environment.
Simulations can in general be run incrementally or fully. In the case of an
incremental simulation the user can select states and have the engine
work on those. In the case of a full simulation the engine automatically
infers all possible behaviours for a given scenario. The results of such a
full simulation are shown in Fig. 5 (state-graph), Fig. 6 (value history)
and Fig. 7 (causal model). The state-graph has 7 states, shown as black
circleswithnumbers (unique identifiers). (Notice that thestatenumbers
(1 to 7) are just identifiers generated by the software.) Each state reflects
qualitatively distinct behaviour of the simulated system (see Fig. 6). The
arrows between some of the states indicate state-transitions. For
example, the behaviour represented by state 3 may change into the
Table 4
Simulation output.

Ingredient Description

State A state describes a particular situation of a modelled
system, reflecting a qualitatively unique behaviour. A
state (description) is an assembly of applicable model
fragments and thus contains information about the
physical structure, the associated quantities and their
values (in this state), and inequalities and the causal
dependencies between the quantities. In a Garp3 state-
graph, a state can be either: interpreted, terminated,
ordered or closed.

State-graph
(or behaviour-graph)

A state-graph is a set of states, and the possible
transitions between those states, which represents the
behaviour of a modelled system. State-graphs are
generated as a result of simulating a qualitative model.

Value history The value history describes how quantity values change
through a sequence of states (usually a behaviour path).

Equation history The equation history describes how the ordinal relations
change through a sequence of states (usually a behaviour
path).

Causal model A causal model is a diagram containing quantities and
causal dependencies (proportionalities and influences).
It describes how the quantities are causally related. In the
context of Garp3 the term causal model is also used to
refer to the dependency diagram in the Simulate context.

Population
Any population

Birth

Zp
Plus
Zero

Number of

Zsml
Large
Medium
Small
Zero

Fig. 3. A process model fragment specifying the natality process for populations. The
fragment becomes active when an entity of type Population exists. The name of this
population is irrelevant, hence the local dummy Any population. The fragment introduces
the quantities Birth (rate) andNumber of (or reuses themwhen already defined). Birth can
take on two magnitudes {Zero, Plus}, and has a positive influence (I+) on Number of.
Therefore, when Birth=Plus, it makes the Number of increase, and when Birth=Zero, it
does not change the Number of. Number of has a positive proportionality (P+)with Birth,
which implements a feedback loop (changes inNumber ofpropagate to changes inBirth, in
the same direction). The value correspondence (v) between the magnitudes Zero of the
twoquantities specifies the idea that in the caseof anon-existingpopulation (Number of=
Zero), Birth is also Zero.



Population
Any population

Number of

Zsml
Large
Medium
Small
Zero

Death

Zp
Plus
Zero

Fig. 4. A process model fragment specifying the mortality process for populations. The
fragment becomes active when an entity of type Population exists. The name of this
entity is irrelevant, hence the local dummy Any population). The fragment introduces
the quantities Death (rate) and Number of (or reuses them when already defined).
Death can take on two magnitudes {Zero, Plus}, and has a negative influence (I–) on
Number of. Therefore, when Death = Plus, it makes the Number of decrease, and
when Death = Zero, it does not change the Number of. Number of has a positive
proportionality (P+) with Death, which implements a feedback loop (changes in
Number of propagate to changes in Death, in the same direction). The value
correspondence (v) between the magnitudes Zero of the two quantities specifies the
idea that in the case of a non-existing population (Number of= Zero), Death is also Zero.

Green frog: Number of

Zero

Small

Medium

Large

   

  

 

 

Green frog: Biomass

Zero

Small

Medium

Large

   

  

 

 

Green frog: Birth

Zero

Plus     

 

 

Green frog: Death

Zero

Plus

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

     

 

 

Fig. 6. Value history when simulating the scenario shown in Fig. 1. Consult the state-
graph (Fig. 5) to know which states are successors in a behaviour-path. The longest
path starts in state 2 and proceeds via state 5 to state 7. In this path Number of starts
being <Small, +>, becomes <Medium, +>, and finally moves to <Large, +> in state 7.

Large
Medium
Small
Zero

Number of

Plus
Zero

Birth

Plus
Zero

Death

Large
Medium
Small
Zero

Biomass

Green frog
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behaviour represented by state 4 or 5.Multiple arrows reflect ambiguity.
Such ambiguity arises whenever the available information does not
suffice to distinguish between qualitatively distinct outcomes. In fact,
each unique sequence of states reflects a possible behaviour of the
system. In the example shownhere, there are four behaviour-paths, that
is, four alternative behaviours that the system may manifest, given the
initial details defined in the scenario and the knowledge specified in the
model fragment library.

Thevaluehistory (Fig. 6) provides aparticular viewon the simulation
results. It works on a set of states selected by the user. To inspect the
system behaviour one has to follow the behaviour-paths. For the details
shown in Fig. 6, all states are selected. For these selected states the value
history shows the quantities, their possible magnitudes (right-hand
side), and their current magnitude and derivative in each state. Notice
that the derivatives are graphically represented asblack arrows. Pointing
upward represents an increasing quantity (positive derivative) and
pointing downward represents a decreasing quantity (negative deriv-
ative). Zero (steady) is represented as a circle. For instance, the quantity
Number of can take onmagnitudes {Zero, Small, Medium, Large}. In state 1
it has the magnitude Small and it decreases, hence its qualitative value
is <Small, −>. If we focus on the behaviour-paths, the following
behaviours can be observed:

• Path [1 → 6]: Number of and all other quantities go to Zero; the
population ceases to exist.

• Path [2]: The population does not change. Birth and Death rate are in
balance.

• Path [3 → 4]: The population increases in state 3 and stabilises in 4
at magnitude Medium.

• Path [3→ 5→ 7]: The population increases in state 3 and 5, and keeps
increasing in state 7 while being in the ‘extreme’ interval Large.
1

2

3

4

56 7

Fig. 5. State-graph for simulating the scenario shown in Fig. 1. The simulation has 7
states in total. State 1, 2, and 3 are initial states. State 2, 4, 6, and 7 are end states. The
simulation shows 4 behaviour-paths. ([1 → 6], [2], [3 → 4] and [3 → 5 → 7]).
Alternative views on the simulation results include the inequality
history and the transition history (which are both not shown here), and
the causal model (Fig. 7).

The causal model is an overview of all the behavioural details
represented in a specific state. As such the causal model shows an
Fig. 7. This figure shows the dependency view (also referred to as causal model) as
generated by the simulator for state 1. The dependency view shows entities (in this case
Green frog) as squares containing the quantities and their quantity spaces, the current
magnitudes (colored red) and derivatives (black arrows), and the (causal) dependen-
cies between the quantities. The visualization of simulation results (Garp3 Simulate
environment) is different compared to the one used during model building (Garp3
Build environment). Notice that each state has it own unique model details: an
aggregation of the fragments that have become active and the calculations made
possible by those details. Here in state 1, Death>Birth. Hence the influences of Death is
dominant in this state which results in Number of decreasing, which indirectly (P+)
also causes the other quantities (Biomass, Birth and Death) to decrease.
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integrated view of the details present in all the model fragments that are
active in the state. Fig. 7 shows the casual model obtained in state 1 from
the state-graph shown in Fig. 5. In this state the model fragments shown
earlier in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 are active. Hence, the details in Fig. 7 are an
assembly of the contents of those fragments. When opening a causal
model view in Garp3, users can select certain types of details to be shown
or hidden from view. For example, Fig. 7 does not show the
correspondences between magnitudes.

3.3. Reasoning: state-graph generation

The simulation of a scenario is done by the Garp3 reasoning engine. It
uses a ‘state-by-state’, strategy to construct the state-graph. Fig. 8 gives an
overview of the main inferences. The library of model fragments and the
scenario are input for the reasoning engine. From this input, one or more
states are constructed by the Find states procedure. These are the initial
nodes in the state-graph (or behaviour graph). Then, possible changes are
determined by the Find transitions procedure for each new state. These
changes form ‘transition scenarios’ which are again input for the Find
states procedure. Scenarios and transition scenarios can lead to already
existing states or tonewstates. In the former casea transition link is added
to the state-graph. In the latter case a link and a node (i.e., a new state) are
added. This process repeats until all states have been analysed for possible
changes.

Another possibility would be to determine all possible states first
(using exhaustive search) and then all possible transitions between
them. However, the state-by-state approach has two advantages.
Firstly, the user has the possibility to control the simulation and decide
which behaviour of the system to investigate further. This is par-
ticularly useful as an instrument for model building and for operating
large models in general. Secondly, the reasoning of the engine is more
‘humanlike’ in the sense that it considers the situation and determines
how this is changing. This particularly provides leverage for usability of
the software in educational contexts (cf. Bredeweg and Schut, 1991;
De Koning et al., 2000).

As shown in Fig. 8, the Inequality reasoning inference is used
throughout the reasoning process. Section 4 discusses this inference
in detail. Sections 5 and 6 cover the Find states and Find transitions
procedures, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Garp3 reasoning engine overview and context. The two main inferences are Find st
fragments, and generates a state-graph (or behaviour-graph) as output (e.g. shown in Fig.
4. Inequality reasoning: the mathematical engine

Solving inequality, or ordinal, relations is a cornerstone of the
Garp3 reasoning engine. Compared to structural and causal relations
(which usually remain in place during an entire simulation),
inequality relations typically change during the simulation, thereby
representing the dynamic aspects of the modelled system. For each
state a coherent mathematical model is constructed and maintained
using the inequality reasoning capabilities of the engine.

4.1. User-level representation and the engine-specific mathematical
model

Inequalities play a crucial role in representing specific system states.
Fig. 9 illustrates a connected containers system in the process of levelling
out. In this example, quantity A represents the amount of liquid in the
container on the left and quantityB represents the amount of liquid in the
container on the right. Although similar, both quantities have their own
quantity space, because landmarks can never be assumed to be equal
without previous specification. As shown in Fig. 9, themaximumamounts
are in fact quite different in this example.

To increaseuser friendlinessGarp3has a set of simulationpreferences
that users can use to steer the working of the simulator. One of these
options is to assume that if two qualities use the same quantity space,
their values are equal. This means that equality between points in
quantity spaces of the same generic type is automatically specified.

Remember that points on a quantity space are called landmarks.
Intervals in quantity spaces are defined by adjacent landmarks. As
discussed below, the core inequality reasoning only considers these
landmarks and not the intervals. Note that landmarks are in principle
stable. In specific models however, landmarks may represent changing
magnitudes, for example, the freezing/melting point of water in an
environment with changing pressure or salinity.

Inequalities can specify the relation between several types of model
ingredients. The following five types of inequality relations are used in
Garp3:

1. Quantity ↔ Quantity
2. Quantity ↔ Landmark
Behaviour graph

g engine

Find transitions

Find
changes

Combine
changes

Apply
continuity

 

State descriptions

ates and Find transitions. A simulation takes as input a scenario and a library of model
5).
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Fig. 9. An equalizing connected containers system. Due to pressure difference the liquid in
the left container (A) is decreasing, while the liquid in the right container (B) is increasing.
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3. Landmark ↔ Landmark
4. Derivative ↔ Derivative
5. Derivative ↔ Zero

Note that derivatives use the simple ‘sign’ quantity space {Minus,
Zero, Plus}, so Zero is the only landmark for derivatives. Furthermore,
the sets of magnitudes and derivatives are strictly separated: regular
quantity space magnitudes cannot be related (by an inequality) to
derivatives, also not to the Zero landmark on the derivative quantity
space. However, Zero is a universally shared landmark within each set
as such (magnitude/derivative). For the connected containers
example (Fig. 9), the inequality relations listed in Table 5 describe
the state of the system.

Each quantity space will supply only a minimal set of ordering
relations as input for the engine-specific mathematical model. This set
consists of inequalities between adjacent landmarks. The full
transitive closure of the quantity space is derived by the system. For
example, consider the following temperature quantity space: {point
(Absolute–Zero), Solid, point(Freeze–Melt), Liquid, point(Evaporate–
Condense), Gas}. The following two relations are added by the engine
as inequalities between adjacent landmarks: Absolute–Zero<Freeze–
Melt and Freeze–Melt<Evaporate–Condensate. The relation Absolute–
Zero<Evaporate–Condensate is not explicitly added to the mathemat-
ical model. Instead this relation is derived by the system (when
needed).

Quantity magnitudes (e.g. Small as shown in Fig. 1) and derivatives
are represented internally by relating them to landmarks on their
quantity space. The mathematical model (i.e. the collection of
landmarks) is translated to the user-level representation (i.e. points
and intervals) using the ordered set of qualitative magnitudes from
the quantity space and the set of rules listed below. The translation
from user-level representation to the engine-specific mathematical
model uses a similar set of rules.

• If a quantity (magnitude or derivative) is equal to a certain land-
mark, then this qualitative magnitude is applied.

• If a quantity is smaller than the landmark directly above an interval
and larger than the landmark directly below this interval, then the
qualitative magnitude between these two landmarks is applied.
Table 5
Inequality relations describing two connected containers. The Type-nr refers to the 5
types of inequality relations that can be specified (discussed earlier in Section 4.1).

Example relation Type-nr.

A>B 1
A>Zero 2
B>Zero 2
A<Max(A) 2
B<Max(B) 2
Max(A)>Max(B) 3
Zero<Max(A) 3
Zero<Max(B) 3
δA<δB 4
δA<Zero 5
δB>Zero 5
• If a quantity is smaller than the lowest landmark, then the
qualitative magnitude below this point is applied.

• If a quantity is larger than the highest landmark, then the qualitative
magnitude above this point is applied.

• In all other cases the specific quantity magnitude or derivative is
unknown.

Together, all internal relations of the state description form a partial
ordering. This ordering is the engine-specific mathematical model. As an
example, consider the partial ordering shown in Fig. 10 for the connected
containers state from Fig. 9. In this example, each quantity again has the
quantity space {Zero, Plus, Max}, but now the system description is not
fully specified (compared to the details listed in Table 5). Firstly, the
relation between the heights of the containers is not specified, so the
relationship betweenMax(A) andMax(B) is unknown. Secondly, it is not
known how the liquid heights in both containers compare, so the relation
between A and B is also unknown. However, some information about the
magnitudes can be found in this partial ordering. QuantityA is larger than
Zero and smaller than Max(A), so it must have the magnitude ‘Plus’.
Quantity B is larger than Zero, but smaller than or equal toMax(B) so its
precise magnitude is unknown.

To assure a quantity remains within its quantity space some con-
straints are automatically added. For instance, in the connected containers
example the height of A cannot be lower than the bottom landmark or
larger than the top landmark, so the relationsA≥Zero andA≤Max(A) are
added. If the last value of a quantity space is an interval, such an additional
constraint is not added. For derivatives, specific constraints are added for
maximum and minimum points of the quantity space. This is because a
quantity cannot be increasing in the top point of a quantity space or
decreasing in the bottom point. For example, in the case of the connected
containers the following conditional relation (Section 4.3) is added: ‘if
A=Max(A) then δA≤Zero’. Again, if the top of a quantity space is an
interval, no constraint is needed, since this interval will be infinitely
extended. However, these derivative constraints are optional (via
Simulation preferences) in order to allow users a flexible approach to
modelling. A model may be a partial description of a larger phenomenon
where the quantity space is also part of a larger domain. E.g. overflow in a
containermay bemodelled as an increasing amount in the top landmark.

Two further remarks can be made about the user-level representa-
tion and the internal mathematical model. Firstly, the former uses all
operators: {>, ≥, =, ≤, <}, whilst the latter uses a canonical form only
including the>,≥ and=operators. This ensures that only one form of a
particular relation canbepresent in thesystemandnoeffort iswastedon
computations involving alternative forms. For example the relations
A=B and B=A are equivalent, and both willbe translated to the same
internal form. Similarly the relations A+B>0 and 0<B+A are
equivalent, and will therefore be translated into a canonical internal
form. Also, subtractions are rewritten to sums: A−B=C, translates into
A=B+C. Secondly, at the user-level representation, quantity values,
landmarks and derivatives are different types of model ingredients. In
the mathematical model only landmarks are represented. This holds for
both magnitudes and derivative quantity spaces. Therefore, the general
inference method described in the next section also applies to both.
Zero
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Fig. 10. Sample partial ordering for the two quantity magnitudes (A) and (B) and the
landmarks on their quantity spaces.



Table 6
Transitive inference rules based on the Quantity Lattice proposed by Simmons (1986).
R1 and R2 represent the inequality input relations, while the table shows how these can
be combined. If, for instance, R2 represents A=B and R1 represents C>D, then a
possible new relation is A+C>B+D.

R1 & R2 → A=B A≥B A>B

C=D A+C=B+D A+C≥B+D A+C>B+D
C≥D A+C≥B+D A+C≥B+D A+C>B+D
C>D A+C>B+D A+C>B+D A+C>B+D
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4.2. General inference method inequality reasoning

All the relations in the internal mathematical model of Garp3 have
the following form:

Sum1relSum2

with rel ∈{>,≥, =}. Sum1 and Sum2 are additions of variables, possibly
containinga single element. The following threebasic principles are used
to make inferences in the Garp3 inequality reasoning engine:

1. Basic algebraic simplification
2. Anti-symmetry
3. Transitivity

We use constant elimination as our algebraic simplification
principle. The Garp3 inference rule is:

1Þ ðSum1 + VÞ rel ðSum2 + VÞ → Sum1 rel Sum2:

From the property of anti-symmetry, the following inference rule
derives:

2Þ ðSum1≥Sum2Þ& ðSum2≥Sum1Þ → Sum1 = Sum2:

Garp3 uses the rules given in Table 6 for doing transitive inference.
These are based on the rules used in the Quantity Lattice proposed by
Simmons (1986). They are more general than standard transitive in-
ferences, which can only deal with relations that involve a single variable.

Finally, as a last reasoning step, any derived empty summation is
replaced by the variable representing zero.

An important function of this general inferencemethod is to detect
inconsistencies. A contradiction is found whenever a relation of the
following form is derived2:

Sum>Sum

Some examples illustrate the way the general inference method
works:

Ex1) A>B, B>C (given)
(A>B) & (B>C)→A+B>B+C (transitivity)
A+B>B+C→A>C (simplification)
A>C (result)

Ex2) P>Q, (Q=P) (given)
(P>Q) & Q=P→P+Q>P+Q (transitivity)
P+Q>P+Q→0>0 (simplification)
Contradiction (result)

Ex3) R>S, T>0 (given)
(R>S) & (T>0)→R+T>S (transitivity)
R+T>S (result)

Ex4) X≥Y, Y≥X (given)
(X≥Y) & (Y≥X)→X=Y (anti-symmetry)
X=Y (result)

4.3. Conditional relations: correspondences

Correspondences indicate co-occurring magnitudes or derivatives. All
user-level correspondence types (Table 2) are represented as sets of
conditionally linked relations in the Garp3 mathematical model. These
have the form: if relations set A is derivable then assert relations set B,
2 In the implementation, all relations of this form are simplified to the relation
Zero>Zero.
where setAdescribes amagnitude (or derivative) on thequantity spaceof
one quantity (Section 4.1) and setB describes amagnitude (or derivative)
on the quantity space of another quantity. These conditional pairs can be
directed or undirected, and multiple pairs may be needed to describe
correspondences between whole quantity spaces. A routine is present in
the inequality reasoning engine to check for firing conditional relations
every time new relations are added to the mathematical model.

4.4. Computational efficiency

Qualitative Reasoning is in general computationally intensive, and
the complexity can be NP-complete (Dormoy, 1988; Veber et al.,
2006). The rich representation of inequality relations in Garp3,
although powerful, causes the inequality reasoning inferences to be
vulnerable to combinatorial explosion. To detect all possible contra-
dictions it is necessary to compute the full transitive closure of a
partial order that can be extended with new nodes via additions and
subtractions (notice that this is a none-standard approach). For ex-
ample, in regular graph theory the transitive closure of {A>B, B>C,
C>D} is {A>B, B>C, C>D, A>C, B>D, A>D}, but our system would
also derive at least A+B>C+D and A+C>B+D which leads to the
creation of the new nodes A+B, C+D, A+C and B+D. This means
that the potential graph to be investigated becomes (much) larger.
Also, the state description is built incrementally, so every time a new
relation is added the whole process potentially needs to be redone, as
previously dead ends may have become valid points of inference.
Other factors contributing to the computational complexity are (1) the
fact that for each state and transition the derivable relations need to be
recalculated, and (2) that each rejected transition scenario requires
calculation of at least a partial state description before it can be
disposed of. Also, all correspondences need to be assessed each time
new information is available. The techniques that are discussed in the
following subsections have been applied to keep computations with
the Garp3mathematical model tractable. Additional detail is provided
for several of these concepts in Section 4.5.

4.4.1. Bitmaps for fast set operations
The sums of quantities on each side of an inequality statement are

internally represented by bitmaps (also known as bit arrays, bit vectors
or bit sets). These allow efficient computation of set operations like
union and intersection,which are basic operations in the three inference
types mentioned above (Section 4.2). The translation of pointer sets to
bitmaps has costs, but these aremuch smaller than the efficiency gain in
any simulation of reasonable size.

4.4.2. Representation of equality by reference to reduce relation sets
A reduction of the number of quantities and relations to be analysed

is obtainedbyassigningequal quantities (A=B) a single internal pointer.
This ensures that the equality relation stays known, andmoreover, if for
quantity A a set of n relations is known, then an equal set will be
derivable for quantity B. These relations are unnecessary when using a
shared pointer. The only exception is when equal quantities appear
together in a sum. In this case each of themmust have a separate pointer
because bitmaps represent sets and therefore cannot accommodate the
sum of both quantities if they share a single pointer.
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4.4.3. Avoidance of irrelevant ‘non-simplifiable’ new nodes to reduce
inferences

By removing results of transitive inferences that cannot be
simplified a reduction in the amount of possible derivations is made.
For example, if the relations A>B and C>D are combined, the re-
sulting relationA+C>B+D is not saved or used for further inferences.
Such a relation typically has no relevance from a modelling per-
spective. This effectively stops the generation of many meaningless
nodes in the graph. There is no absolute proof that this approach does
not exclude any meaningful derivations, but in practice it has been a
strong heuristic that does not interfere with the derivation of
meaningful relations.

4.4.4. Restriction of inference application to certain relation sets to reduce
inferences

The number of possible derivations is restricted by not allowing
inferences to be made on all combinations of relations. This heuristic
works by only combining incoming new relations with asserted
relations and not with all derivable relations. Moreover, all newly
derived relations are combinedwith each other. The hypothesis is that
this combine new with asserted heuristic works because relations
asserted by the model typically provide a graph structure with full
(but sparse) connectivity and relations can often be derived in many
ways. Again there is no absolute proof that meaningful derivations are
not missed, but in practice this method has proven very valuable.

4.4.5. Separation of unconnected partial orderings to reduce inferences
Common combinatorics show us that computing the results for

several smaller sets of relations is a much simpler task than com-
puting the results for the single combined set. This approach of
splitting the Garp3 mathematical model into ‘quantity contexts’ is
feasible since in many models multiple sets of completely unrelated
quantities can be distinguished. A ‘quantity context’ can be estab-
lished if for every variable in the context there is a relation that
connects it to another variable of the context. The main point here is
that two relations can only lead to a meaningful derivation if they
have related variables. This is correct, because no contradiction can be
derived if there are no shared variables (a contradiction is always of
the form X>X). In addition, because of the restriction on non-
simplifiable results described above, relations without shared vari-
ables will not yield valid inference results. Note that the landmark
Zero is a special case here that is not used for determining contexts
since it would tie almost all contexts together. Because it is a single
variable it does not affect the statements made above. Also note that
because of this approach the separation between magnitude and
Determine
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Fig. 11. Overview of the inequality reasoning, which is an important
derivative information (mentioned in Section 4.1) requires no
additional mechanism. Since there are no user relations connecting
magnitudes to derivatives, these two aspects of a quantity value will
always form separate contexts.

4.4.6. Restriction of inference depth to reduce inferences
An optional measure to control very large simulations is to set a

limit to the amount of parent inferences a derivation can have. If the
amount of intermediate derivations is limited, a very significant
improvement in efficiency is achieved. Experiments run in Garp3
have shown that above certain model-specific limits, no meaningful
derivations are made. However, no guarantee can be given that all
possible derivations are made when any particular limit is applied. If
the theoretical function mapping depth to derivations would be
monotonically decreasing, then the algorithm could simply stop
when no more new relations were derived, and it would be certain
that no more relations could be found. This is not the case however;
one never knows if new derivations are possible. The user should be
informed of the class of derivations that cannot be made given a
certain limit, but no solid information about this point exists. Most
models in the Garp3 repository (http://www.Garp3.org) show
correct behaviour with a depth-limit of 5. Models with moderate
inequality reasoning generally show significant efficiency gains in
this case. However, there are known cases of models that require a
depth of up to 10 to show correct behaviour. The following
hypotheses can be considered concerning the correct depth-limit for
models with certain properties:

• Each transitivity operation adds, replaces, or removes at least one
variable. If in a model the most complex inequality relation has n
variables this relation can be completely transformed in n steps and
thus a limit of n+1 could be used. However, experimental evidence
suggests that occasionally more derivations are required.

• Each partial ordering has a certain ‘diameter’d and it can be traversed in
d transitive inferences. These measures may very well correlate to the
number of landmarks in the quantity spaces used. So a limit of d should
be used. If this hypothesis holds, then the problem is how to calculate
the maximum diameter given a model.

4.5. Inequality reasoning engine algorithm

The inequality reasoning engine implements the functionality
discussed in the previous sections. Fig. 11 gives an overview of the
algorithm used. It can be invoked by adding as input either a new
inequality relation or a new correspondence. In the latter case, the new
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procedure in the Garp3 reasoning engine shown earlier in Fig. 8.

http://www.Garp3.org
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correspondence is checked to see whether it fires. If it does, then this
results in an input relation, which brings us to the former case. Here,
firstly, the applicable partial ordering is selected by the Determine
context inference. At this point the input relation is also checked to see if
it is already derivable. In that case, the algorithm finishes immediately.
In the case of a truly new relation, it is sent on to the core inequality
reasoning inference along with the specific partial ordering of related
variables. This Inequality reasoning inferences step, which is further
discussed below, applies the inferences discussed in Section 4.2. It
returns a set of newly derived relations that is the input for the Analyse
binary equality step. This step applies the principle of shared pointers for
equal variables V1 and V2 if V1=V2 is known (Section 4.4). As a result
theGarp3mathematicalmodel is updated and the resulting trimmed set
of newly derived relations is input for the Inspect correspondences step,
which checks for firing conditional relations. If such a relation is found
then the consequential relation is anew input relationand thealgorithm
starts a new cycle. Notice that sets of new relations are processed one by
one, using the same procedure as if each relation was a separate call.

For new inequality relations the algorithm finishes with three
possible outputs:

• The input relation is a derivable relation: it is already inferred or known.
• The input relation causes a contradiction.
• The input relation is added to the mathematical model.

Some relations tie multiple partial orderings together. In that case,
these contexts can be merged by simply taking the union of the
relation sets. Any new inferences between the relations in the
contexts do not need to be made since all relevant inferences will
be made based on the new input relation.

Because of the restrictions mentioned above the application of the
general inequality reasoning inferences is not straightforward. The
algorithm used by Garp3 is illustrated in Fig. 12. Each input relation is
added to the set of base relations (explicitly represented in themodel)
and the set of derivable relations (base relations and relations inferred
by the reasoning engine). The input relation is then combined with an
empty list of parent relations and sent to make an Inferencewith each
base relation. Anti-symmetry or transitivity is applied, followed by
basic algebraic simplification. The resulting relation is Tested against
the following criteria:

• Simplifiable (Section 4.4)
• Not circular (result relation is not a parent)
• Not derivable (no known or already inferred relations)
• Not evident (no tautologies)
• Not invalid (no contradiction).

If the relation resulting from the Inference step passes these tests it
is added to the set of new relations with the input relation and the
used base relation being added as its parents. The relation is also
added to the set of derivable relations, but only if it is not a relation
involving addition or subtraction. This last restriction keeps the set of
derivable relations small for fast testing on the latter. A downside is
Inference
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Fig. 12. Inequality reasoning inference a specific step within the inequality reasoning
procedure shown in Fig. 11.
that these ‘not saved relations’may be derivedmultiple times, but our
experience is that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages. The
loop continues with the initial input relation until all base relations
have been tried. Then the next new relation (the first new derived
relation) is combined with all base relations. This process continues
until no more new derivations are made and all new relations have
been combined with the base relations. If active, the depth-limit
mechanism (Section 4.4) can stop the process for relations with more
parents than this limit.

This algorithm effectively has the outcome that each new relation
(inferred or from model input) is combined with all base relations
(from model input) present at the time of inference. Since all base
relations were added one by one this implies that all base relations are
combined with each other. The combine new with asserted heuristic
mentioned in Section 4.4 therefore primarily prevents inferred
relations from being combined with each other. The complete ap-
plication of this concept has proven to be too strict for some models.
Therefore the inference algorithm is invoked a second time after each
added input relation is processed. Now, the result of this process, the
set of newly derived binary relations (no additions/subtractions) is
combined with itself (replacing the base relations, see Fig. 12). This
only causes a small subset of the inferred relations to be combined,
but because the ultimate parent relation is the same, the likelihood of
having related variables and meaningful inference is high.

5. Find states/state construction

Three phases can be distinguished in the Garp3 state construction
procedure called Find states (Fig. 8). Input for these phases is a partial
state description in the form of initial input scenarios or ‘transition
scenarios’ (specifications resulting form a state transition, Section 6).
Output is a set of resulting ‘successor’ states and the transitions from
the predecessor state or input scenario.

5.1. Selection and application of model fragments

Selection and application of model fragments is a complex task
since they may be interdependent. Each model fragment can possibly
assert information that is the condition for another fragment to fire, so
a naïve method of going over each fragment once is not suitable. Our
solution to this problem is described below.

5.1.1. Model fragment selection

Scenarios and model fragments add new information to the model
and these new ingredients can trigger the application of new model
fragments. Such ingredients are referred to as conditionals. Structural
conditionals (entities, agents, configurations, attributes, assumptions,
and quantities) are distinguished from behavioural conditionals
(value assignments, derivative assignments, and inequalities). The
causal ingredients (correspondences, influences, and proportional-
ities) cannot be conditionals; they can only be added to the model as
consequences in model fragments. Model fragments may also depend
on another model fragment being active, therefore accepted model
fragments are also considered to be structural conditionals.

Model fragment selection is done using the algorithm illustrated in
Fig. 13. Firstly, the scenario (by definition) supplies a set of conditionals;
the Add consequences step adds all its behavioural ingredients to the
mathematical model and adds all its structural ingredients to the set of
un-inspected ingredients. The Select ingredient step takes one element
from this set using afirst-in,first-out strategy. Notice that this order only
has an impact on the order in which model fragments are accepted and
not on the final model result. The Test structural conditions step matches
this single structural ingredient with themodel fragments in the library.
Amodel fragment is a candidate if the inspected structural ingredient is a
condition and all other needed structural conditionals are in the set of
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Fig. 13. Algorithm for model fragment selection. The first step of Find states shown in Fig 8.
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already inspected ingredients. So each structural conditional in the
model triggers a round of examination in which all model fragments in
the library are inspected. And a model fragment turns into a candidate
only when the last of its structural conditionals is considered. Note that
multiple candidatemodel fragments canbe founduponexaminationof a
single conditional. The Test behavioural conditions step tests each
candidate using the mathematical model and the inequality reasoning
engine. There are three possible outcomes:

1. If the behavioural conditions are known, then the model fragment is
accepted and its consequences are applied by the Add consequences
step.

2. If the behavioural conditions cause a contradiction, then the model
fragment is rejected and not inspected anymore in this branch of
the state search.

3. If the behavioural conditions are not known but also not
contradictory, then the model fragment is retested later to see if
the behavioural conditions have become true.

When all candidates are assessed and applied (if appropriate), the
model fragment selection process continues with the Select ingredient
step, until there are no more un-inspected behavioural conditionals.
At that point all pending model fragments (following from point 3
mentioned above) are re-tested and applied if appropriate, possibly
initiating the selection process again. Garp3 features a mechanism to
make reasoning assumptions onmodel fragments still pending after this
final re-test. This topic is discussed in the next section.

5.1.2. Model fragment reasoning assumptions
When no more progress is being made in the selection process,

reasoning assumptions can sometimes be made. Reasoning assumptions
are implementedasalternativeprocedures inGarp3. In this casecandidate
model fragmentswithbehavioural conditions that arenot conflictingwith
the currentpartial statedescription canbeacceptedon thebasis of suchan
alternative procedure. This reasoning assumption consists of adding the
behavioural conditions of the model fragment to the mathematical
model. The procedure uses assumption branches and levels, to deal with
alternative mutually exclusive assumptions and assumptions over
different behaviour aspects. This way all possible behaviours of a system
are generated.Moreover, when a reasoning assumption excludes another
pending candidate model fragment because its behavioural conditions
became contradictory, this second candidate can be assumed in an
alternative branch. Using reasoning assumptions is optional; each
individual procedure can be turned off (and on) via a simulation
preference in Garp3. Switching the reasoning assumption off would in
this case result in finding only fragmentswith conditions that can be fully
inferred.

Derivative information can also be a behavioural conditional and
therefore these ingredient types can become reasoning assumptions as
well. Such assumptions can be problematic because derivatives are
typically determined by applying the causal model (later in the state
construction procedure). If not all possible derivatives are modelled in
alternativemodel fragments then the state searchmay reach a dead end if
the causal model does not correspond with the assumptions taken. To
handle this situation, an extra simulation preference is present to
specifically turn off reasoning assumptions concerning derivatives and
derivative inequalities.

While derivatives are ultimately branched and specified if they are
ambiguous (Section5.2.2),magnitudesmay remainunknownunless fully
specified by the model. An assumption mechanism can be used to ge-
nerate all magnitudes for quantities in these cases. When activated this
mechanism acts in the following two situations. Firstly, when the user
specifies this behaviour for a quantity in the scenario, and secondly, when
a magnitude is determined by an addition or a subtraction that is am-
biguous. Thismechanismensures thatquantitymagnitudesdonot remain
unknown in a sparsely specified model and that the full behaviour is still
generated. Note that having many extra assumable magnitudes is a com-
putational burden and therefore this preference is turned off by default.

5.1.3. Model fragment consequence application
Once amodel fragment is accepted its consequences are applied. The

application of structural ingredients is done by instantiation of the
generic concepts described in the model fragment with the matching
information present in the partial state description. The application of
behavioural ingredients is simple in the case of the causal primitives.
These are added to the partial state description and will be evaluated in
the influence resolution procedure (Section 5.2). The remaining beha-
vioural ingredients (magnitudes, derivatives, inequalities, and corre-
spondences) are added to the mathematical model of the partial state
description and all mathematical consequences are computed.



Table 7
Exogenous quantity behaviour types in Garp3 (Bredeweg et al, 2007), which can be
used to specify external influences on a system.

Type Description Diagram

Steady Derivative starts zero and
remains zero.

Increasing Derivative starts plus and
becomes zero in upper point of
quantity space.

Decreasing Derivative starts minus and
becomes zero in lower point of
quantity space.

Parabola
(positive)

Derivative starts plus, becomes
zero in upper point of quantity
space, then becomes minus.

Parabola
(negative)

Derivative starts minus,
becomes steady in lower point
of quantity space, then
becomes plus.

Sinusoidal Derivative changes between
minus and plus in the extreme
values of the quantity space,
intermediately becoming zero
in these extremes.

Random Derivative may change freely
within continuity regime.
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Some model fragments may have contradictory consequences. In
that case the state search fails because this situation indicates an
inconsistent model. However, if the contradictory model fragment is
applied on the basis of a reasoning assumption at some level
(Section 5.1.2), then only the current assumption branch fails and
alternative assumptions at this level may be explored if present. In the
case of a model fragment firing normally, the state search ends with the
message of an inconsistent model.

5.2. Determining state dynamics (Apply causal model)

Once the model fragment selection process is finished, the state
description is completewith regard to the structural ingredients andalso
all information onquantity values is known.At this point thederivatives,
and in some cases 2nd order derivatives (Section 5.2.3), are determined
using influence resolution on the causal model (Section 5.2.2), as well as
by using built-in exogenous behaviour patterns (Section 5.2.1). Fig. 14
outlines the context of this process. Exogenous quantities should always
occur at the start of causal chains and therefore their dynamics are
determined first.

5.2.1. Exogenous quantity dynamics
Garp3 has seven built-in behaviour patterns for exogenous

quantities (Bredeweg et al, 2007). These allow the model to be
connected to processes outside the model scope. These behaviour
patterns, given in Table 7, are generated by a procedure that sets the
exogenous quantity derivative according to the current quantity value
and the associated quantity space. All changes of exogenous de-
rivatives happen explicitly by means of a special purpose termination
(Section 6.1).

Note that for single statesmost exogenous patterns are ambiguous,
as in these cases all possible states with correct derivatives are
generated. The full behaviour with correct transitions is generated as
the state-graph is completed. For example an exogenous quantitywith
‘parabola’ behaviour currently having the middle magnitude of its
quantity space, will initially produce an increasing and a decreasing
state. A reduction of ambiguity can be achieved by specifying the
quantity's derivative in the initial scenario.

5.2.2. Influence resolution
In this process the correct derivative for each quantity is inferred.

To determine the effects of the causal model all influences (either
direct influences or proportionalities) on each affected quantity must
be considered. Notice that in the case of a chain of proportionalities to
infer the derivative of a certain quantity, information about the
derivative of the propagating quantity is required. In other words, at
the start of the procedure many propagating quantities may lack
information about their derivatives, which needs to be inferred first.
To perform this process of influence resolution efficiently, the causal
model is therefore first sorted in such a way that causal chains are
lined up as much as possible. Because the causal model does not need
Structure & quantity
values known

Scenario
Determin
exogenou
derivative

Select &
apply model
fragments

Model
fragments

App

Fig. 14. Apply causal model inference in context.
to be a perfect order (and it may contain loops) the sorting procedure
is not absolute. Therefore, the resolution mechanism reconsiders the
unresolved parts as long as some progress is made that may propagate
through the causal model. As noted in the previous section,
magnitudes are already determined and have an effect through direct
influences. Hence, these are always considered first. Note that pro-
portionalities can also form the start of a causal chain if these initial
quantities are exogenously determined. Finally, a user preference is
available in Garp3 that provides an alternative way of assuring that all
causal paths start with known magnitudes and derivatives. This
mechanism assumes all unknown and uninfluenced influences to be
zero (either magnitude or derivative), stating that they ‘have no
significant influence on the system behaviour’.

The effect of a single direct influence or proportionality can be
determined given the following definitions (Section 3.1):

• Direct influence I+(Q2, Q1) causes the quantity Q2 to increase if the
magnitude of Q1 is positive, decrease if it is negative, and remain
steady when it is zero. For a negative influence, I−, the opposite
occurs.

• Proportionality P+(Q2, Q1) causes Q2 to increase if Q1 increases,
decrease if Q1 decreases, and remain steady if Q1 remains steady.
For a negative proportionality, P−, the opposite occurs.

The effect of multiple direct influences or multiple proportional-
ities is determined by looking at their combined effect. For direct
Quantity derivatives
known

e
s
s

State
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Influence
resolution

ly causal model

The second step of Find states shown in Fig 8.
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Zero
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Fig. 16. Value history for the situation shown in Fig. 15. This situation is ambiguous
which results in quantity A obtaining three possible derivatives: Negative in state 1
(decreasing), Zero in state 2 (steady), and Positive in state 3 (increasing). Quantities B
and C are steady in all states.
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influences the nature of the following relation is tested against the
Garp3 internal mathematical model:

ΣI + rel ΣI−:

With: rel∈{>, ≥, =, ≤, <, ?}. This weighs the effect of the sum of
positive influences against the effect of the sum of negative influences to
determine the resulting effect. Thismethod, called the ‘influence balance’,
subsumes simple sign addition. Because the nature of each cause is
unknown in Qualitative Reasoning, this comparison is done under the
assumption that the processes involved are similar types of processes
having comparable effects. The affected quantity may be assigned a
particular derivative form the quantity space {Minus, Zero, Plus}, or
multiple states are generatedwhen a range is possible in case the relation
is not strong, i.e. {≥,≤, or ?}. This causes branching in the state search.

For multiple proportionalities a similar approach is taken. The
nature of the following relation is tested against the Garp3 internal
mathematical model:

ΣP + rel ΣP−

With rel∈{>, ≥, =, ≤, <, ?}. This again weighs the effect of the
sum of positive proportionalities against the effect of the sum of
negative proportionalities to determine the resulting effect. The
affected quantity may be assigned a particular derivative or state
search branching may occur. Again, the comparison is performed
under the assumption that ‘similar causes have similar effects’. For the
proportionalities the argument is as follows: In general, for a quantity
that is functionally proportional to multiple other quantities, it is not
true that the comparison of derivatives determines which effect is
dominant, because the nature of the underlying function is unknown.
However, in many cases (e.g., addition A=B+C, where P+(A, B) and
P+(A, C)) the role of both propagating quantities in the functional
proportionality is equal. In such cases the comparability assumption
holds and onewould like to be able to express the dominance of either
influence. A practical argument validating the default use of this
assumption is that inequality information between derivatives is
typically only present if it is explicitly added by the user. Therefore
the assumption only comes into play in models where the user
specifically chooses to add information determining the dominant
influence.

5.2.3. 2nd order derivatives
To correctly capture the behaviour of a system, 2nd order derivatives

are sometimes needed. Consider the situation in which two opposing
direct influences create an ambiguous effect on a quantity (Fig. 15). In
that case three states are generated, each with a certain derivative for
this influenced quantity (Fig. 16).

Each state has a different derivative for the ambiguously influenced
quantity and represents a certain relation between the two influencing
Plus

A

Plus
Zero

C

Plus
Zero

B

Entity

Fig. 15. An ambiguous situation caused by two opposing direct influences. The quantities B
andC both have a positivemagnitude, butB imposes a negative direct influence onA, while
C imposes a positive direct influence on A.
quantities. In state 1, the inequality B>C holds, in state 2, B=C holds,
and in state 3, B<C holds. In the example, quantity B and C are stable;
they have a zero derivative. Therefore, commonsense suggests that the
relation between them should not change over a transition, and
consequently the derivative ofA should also not change. This knowledge
about the behaviour of the derivative of quantity A, given the behaviour
of its influencing quantities B and C can be captured in the 2nd order
derivative of A. In the example the 2nd order derivative generates
constraints ensuring the correct behaviour.

In other cases, 2nd order derivatives are needed to trigger explicit
derivative terminations. Suppose there is an ambiguous derivative δQ
generating three states: (1) δQ=Minus, (2) δQ=Zero and (3) δQ=Plus.
Suppose furthermore that this derivative becomes unambiguously Mi-
nus over an otherwise unrelated state transition. Then this causes a dead
end for state 3, because of breaking the continuity regime (discussed in
Section 6.3): the transition from δQ=Plus directly to δQ=Minus is
illegal. This is a problem unless there is a derivative termination from
δQ=Plus to δQ=Zero that can happen first. These derivative termina-
tions, needed to make the transition smoothly, can be generated using
2nd order derivatives.

To calculate 2nd order derivatives a procedure similar to the regular
influence resolution is used. Fig. 17 showsa typical causalmodel, starting
with a direct influence, followed by two proportionalities, together
implementinga feedback loop. The calculationof theeffects of this causal
model is shown in Fig. 18.

As can be seen in these figures, 2nd order derivatives can only be
calculated if at least one direct influence is present in the causal chain to
generate the first 2nd order derivative information using the derivative
of the influencing quantity. Also, all of these influencing quantities must
have a determined derivative. Therefore the procedure is carried out
right after the regular influence resolution step. Hereby, its effects are
allowed to propagate. In the case of ambiguity no branching is done and
the 2nd order derivative remains unknown since branchingwould result
in numerous states that are hard to distinguish from a user perspective.
A B C

P+

I+ P+

Causal model

Fig. 17. A typical causal model with a feedback loop: A directly influences B, which
propagates via C back to A.



vA B C AP+I+ P+

Effects in influence resolution

A ’B ’C ’AP+I+ P+

Effects in 2nd order influence resolution

Fig. 18. Determining causal effects. In this example v indicates a magnitude, δ indicates
a derivative, and δ′ indicates a 2nd order derivative. The figure illustrates how 2nd
order information can be inferred from 1st order information.
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Sometimes however, a ‘weak’ result: {≥ or≤} can be derived. This weak
2nd order derivative is recorded because a weak 2nd order derivative
may still supply strong constraints aswill be shown below. Notice that a
consequence of not branching ambiguous 2nd order derivatives is that
these are always determined fully by the 1st order derivatives and the
causal model.

Singularly influenced quantities have no need for any of the 2nd
order derivative functionality because of the following reasons:

• Constraints on the derivative are not necessary since the derivative
is directly dependent of the single influence. Thus if the influence
does not change, the derivative will not change either.

• Derivative terminations are not necessary since the derivative can
always change directly with the changing single influence. There is
no hidden underlying inequality that can be changing without an
explicit termination happening.

Therefore, 2nd order derivatives are only actively used for quantities
affected by multiple influences. However, 2nd order derivatives of
singularly influenced quantities are still calculated, because theymay be
part of a causal chain needed to calculate a 2nd order derivative of a
quantity with multiple influences. In the Garp3 interface 2nd order
derivatives are visible in the value history as small arrows and dots next
to the derivative symbol.

5.3. Compare states

The third phase of the Find states step of Fig. 8 completes the state
description by determining if the state is a new state or if it is
equivalent to an existing state (also an appropriate transition link
from the predecessor state is generated). To compare states, a
matching process is applied that compares all model ingredients in
the state description to those in all existing states. Since magnitudes
and derivatives are most descriptive of a state in typical models these
are tested first. Inequality relations are matched last. The inequality
relations added by the ‘Close’ step (to ensure continuity, Section 6.3)
do not need to be an exact match. For these relations, consistency is
sufficient, because states resulting from different predecessor states
will have different continuity constraints, even though they represent
the same behaviour.

Determination of the successor states from a transition scenario by
fully specifying all resulting states is computationally expensive.
Hence, mapping such transition scenarios (or partial state descrip-
tions) directly onto existing states may seem an alternative and even
better solution because it saves work. Unfortunately, this approach is
not suitable because it may produce erroneous results. Notice that
each transition scenario may potentially lead to multiple successor
states and if matched onto a single existing state, valid behaviour may
be lost. There are various reasons that only a subset of the potential
successors of a transition scenario is already in the partial state-graph.
For instance, these states may result from an initial scenario with
constraints. Or, the state can be reached via various paths where some
paths are more constrained than others, because of continuity.
6. Find transitions/state transitions

The Find transitions step determines how states change (Fig. 8).
Three sub-steps are distinguished here:

• Terminate (Find changes). Find model ingredients in the current
state that may change and thereby cause the state to terminate.
These elements are called terminations and they consist of the
current and the changed ingredient.

• Order (Combine changes). Analyse the terminations to determine
the order in which they may happen, and determine all valid
combinations.

• Close (Apply continuity). Apply the continuity rules to each
combination to produce a complete transition scenario. A transition
is found if a transition scenario leads to a valid state.

Note that the Find transitions step itself produces only transition
scenarios, and that a valid transition is only found once the full
resulting state is determined by the Find states step. So the Close step
is broader than the Apply continuity step found in Fig. 8 because it
includes also the full Find states inference. The following sections
discuss the Terminate, Order and Close steps.

6.1. Terminate: determining potential changes

A state (representing the behaviour of modelled system) termi-
nates once the system shows one or more changes in behaviour
(compared to that described by the state). These changes in behaviour
include: A changing quantity magnitude (value termination), chang-
ing inequality relations between quantities (inequality termination),
and quantities that stop or start changing (derivative termination).
Additionally, an exogenous behaviour pattern may enforce a ter-
mination (exogenous terminations). Note that if an inequality is used
to describe the current quantity magnitude, then the necessary
inequality change will be incorporated in the value termination.

The conditions for terminations are as follows. A value termination is
produced if the derivative indicates that the quantity magnitude is
moving (either increasing or decreasing) towards the next adjoining
magnitude in its quantity space. There is also a simulation preference
that can be used to force the Garp3 engine to generate value termi-
nations even if the derivative is unknown. An inequality termination is
produced if either one (or both) of the derivatives of the involved
quantities indicate that the inequality should change from > to =,
from= to<, or vice versa. There is also a simulation preference that can
be used to force the Garp3 engine to generate inequality terminations
even if both derivatives are moving in the same direction so that their
combined effect is unknown. The conditions for derivative terminations
concern 2nd order derivatives and are given in Table 8. Note that in the
conditions marked with a *, a change is also possible. However, we
decided not to let these cases trigger a termination analogous to the case
of value terminations that are not triggered if derivatives are not
definitively known.

6.2. Order: precedence and validity of combinations of changes

In the context of Qualitative Reasoning, a perfect order in which
terminations will happen cannot always be given. The epsilon ordering
concept (de Kleer and Brown 1984) provides information on
terminations taking precedence over others. Given this distinction,
the remaining terminations can potentially happen in all possible
combinations. Hence, a mechanism is necessary to determine these
sets. The brute force solution of taking the cross-product is unfeasible
since this potentially results in very large sets of transition scenarios
making simulations intractable. For n terminations there would be n!
transition scenarios that would need to be applied. The Garp3
ordering procedure is illustrated in Fig. 19.



Table 8
Derivative terminations. Derivatives may change depending on 2nd order information.
If, for instance, the derivative is steady, δ(X)=Zero, and the 2nd order positive, δ′(X)
>Zero, then the derivative will change, δ(X)>Zero. The ⁎ refers to changes not
definitively known, which are therefore not considered.

Derivative δ(X)>0 δ(X)=0 δ(X)<0

2nd order Derivative

δ′(X)>0 1: δ(X)>0 4: δ(X)=0
δ′(X)≥0 ⁎ ⁎

δ′(X)=0
δ′(X)≤0 ⁎ ⁎

δ′(X)<0 3: δ(X)=0 2: δ(X)<0

point

interval

Q interval

Epsilon
point

interval

Q

interval

Immediate transition Non-immediate transition

Fig. 20. Epsilon concept. QuantityQ is increasing in a point (left-hand side), and increasing
over an interval (right-hand side). These transitions are immediate and non-immediate,
respectively.
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The epsilon ordering concept distinguishes between immediate
terminations (from a point, and from equality) and non-immediate
terminations (toapoint, and to equality). This concept is basedon the idea
of dealing with quantities behaving as continuous functions of time and
that a point occupies no space. Therefore if a quantity is on a point and it
changes, it will leave that point immediatelywithout any passage of time.
On the other hand, a quantity changing towards a point will always have
some epsilon amount of space between itself and the point. Therefore the
transition to that point is not immediate. As a result of this, immediate
transitions take precedence over non-immediate transitions. The idea is
illustrated in Fig. 20,which showsquantityQ is increasing, on apoint (left-
hand side) and in an interval (right-hand side). Note that a similar
argument can be made for inequality terminations and derivative
terminations (that is, ‘from equality’ precedes ‘to equality’).

The Epsilon ordering step (Fig. 19) constructs a set of immediate
terminations and non-immediate terminations. If the first set is not
empty then it will be used and the non-immediate terminations will not
be used. In the other case the non-immediate terminations will be used.

Given a set of terminations, the following three inferences in the
ordering step determine which combinations are valid. This activity is
‘looking ahead’ towards new states and therefore requires informa-
tion sources to remain valid over state transitions. The following
sources are considered to be stable:

• Mutually exclusive termination types:
∘ Exogenous terminations in opposite directions
∘ Assumed terminations in opposite directions

• Correspondences
All
terminations

Epsilon
ordering

Constrained
cross product

Constrain
mutually exclusive

terminations

Selected
terminations

Fig. 19. The Ordering procedure. After doing epsilon ordering the remaining terminations
determine sets of combinations, which are finalised by letting all epsilon immediate termin
• Mathematics:
∘ Behavioural ingredients without a firing termination
∘ Inequalities between landmarks
∘ Inequalities involving additions or subtractions

Note that both correspondences and inequalities involving addi-
tions or subtractions could in principle be changing over transitions,
and that these are heuristic assumptions that modellers should be
aware of.

We use the notion of combination concept to refer to an expression
assigning validity and/or invalidity to a set of possibly co-occurring
terminations. When applying the combination concepts following from
the sourcesmentioned above, considering all terminations at once is still
computationally inefficient. Therefore, the algorithm inspects only a
subset of terminations at each step and supplies some information about
this subset in the form of combination constraints. This information is
later integrated in the Constrained cross-product step. In order to do this,
combination constraints must have a predetermined form and scope.
In Garp3 they are given the form of a table of valid and invalid com-
binations. Regarding scope, each combination of terminations is ‘in-
nocent until proven guilty’, and a combination concept cannot
independently prove a combination to bevalid, but it can independently
prove a combination to be invalid. Combination conceptsmust have this
property, and in their discussion (which follows below) it is shown for
each one that this requirement is met.

Assumed terminations as well as exogenous terminations may be
mutually exclusive. For example, a quantitywith anunknownderivative
may change to a higher or a lower magnitude. Also, an exogenous
Combination 
constraints

Correspondence
ordering

Mathematical
ordering

Epsilon
merging

Final
termination-
combinations

are analysed to produce constraints on valid combinations. These are then used to
ations occur simultaneously.
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Fig. 21. Asynchronous correspondence activation. T1 cannot co-occur together with T2.
Separately, the terminations are both valid.
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quantity with the ‘random’ behaviour pattern that is in the current state
stable may become increasing or decreasing in the next state. These are
two different behaviours for the same ingredient and therefore their
combination is inconsistent. The Constrain mutually exclusive termina-
tions step (Fig. 19) applies this combination concept and generates com-
bination constraints for mutually exclusive terminations. Table 9 shows
the combination constraint table for two such terminations T1 and T2.
Separately these terminations are valid, but their combination is an
invalid item in the table.

The Correspondence ordering step (Fig. 19) generates combination
constraints using correspondences, which are a very valuable informa-
tion source. This combination conceptworks as follows. Each correspon-
dence is considered at the level of a single directed value correspondence
(conditionally linkedmagnitudepairs, Section4.3). The generic situation
is that there are two quantities Q1 and Q2 with magnitudes V1A and
V2A. There may be one or two value terminations involved: T1 from
V1A to V1B, and T2 from V2A to V2B. And there is a correspondence
concerning at least one of these four magnitudes (Fig. 21 illustrates this
situation). In this situation, any termination combination that has
resulting magnitudes for Q1 and Q2 that contradict the correspondence
present is inconsistent by definition. The resulting combination con-
straints in the example of Fig. 21 are that {T1, T2} is invalid, but that {T1}
and {T2} are valid. In other words, T1 and T2 may happen individually,
but not at the same time. T1 would result in Q1 having magnitude V1B,
which in turn would require Q2 to have magnitude V2A because of
the correspondence. However, the latter is inconsistent with T2
happening, because T2 implies that Q2 gets magnitude V2B.

In general, five correspondence combination concept situations can
be distinguished, as shown in Table 10. These are all based on the
principle outlined above. In this table the current magnitude of Q1 is
V1A and the current magnitude of Q2 is V2A. One or two terminations
may be present, one for each quantity. X is used in case 5 to indicate a
magnitude not equal to V2A and not within reach of Q2, either
because the termination for Q2 does not involve X or because there is
no termination for this quantity at all. Note that in case 2 and 5 a single
termination is invalid; Garp3 immediately removes such terminations
from the total set to prevent any further inference effort being spent
on them.

A similar procedure is used for derivative terminations, with one
difference however. For magnitudes, terminations are the only reason
for change, but for derivatives this is not the case. Derivativesmay also
be allowed to change over transitions by the continuity regime if they
do not have a derivative termination (Section 6.3). This leads to some
exceptions. A correspondence may falsely seem to remain active, for
example because the conditional derivative has no termination.
Therefore correspondences concerning derivatives without a termi-
nation are not considered.

The Mathematical ordering step (Fig. 19) is the next combination
concept that is applied. This inference uses the inequality reasoning
engine to determine the validity of termination combinations by
evaluating their mathematical consistency. Fig. 22 illustrates the idea.
The two quantities Q1 and Q2 are both at a point (V1A and V2A) and
have an equality Q1=Q2. Three terminations are present: T1 from
V1A to V1B, T2 from V2A to V2B and T3 from Q1=Q2 to Q1>Q2.
Table 11 gives the combination constraints derived in this context.
These constraints express that if either quantity changes its mag-
nitude, then the equality should change as well.
Table 9
Mutually exclusive terminations table example. T1 and T2 may each happen
individually, but not together.

Valid Invalid

{T1} {T1, T2}
{T2}
To implement the mathematical combination concept, the cross-
product is taken (actually the ‘constrained cross-product’, as discussed
below) and each combination in this set is tested for consistency. The
combination constraints table is filled according to the results from
these tests. Note that by taking the constrained cross-product, previous
combination constraints are taken into account. This way the mathe-
matical combination concept does not waste effort on combinations that
already have proved invalid in previous steps.

Since the application of the mathematical combination concept is
relatively expensive, sets of terminations are carefully selected. Firstly,
each inequality termination (concerning twoquantities) triggers a check
to verify that there is at least one inequality relation between landmarks
known that relates two landmarks either concerning the current
magnitudes of the two quantities, or the magnitudes attainable in
potential value terminations. At least one of these relations is needed for
a contradiction topossibly occur. Note that this is the case in theexample
(Fig. 22), as V1A=V2A is derivable. Secondly, each inequality involving
addition or subtraction is considered a stable information source and can
therefore form thebasis of a test, if there are terminations concerning the
involved quantities.

The Constrained cross-product step (Fig. 19) has the task of
efficiently applying the combined knowledge of all combination
constraint tables produced by the previous inferences. To achieve
efficiency, firstly all combination constraint tables that have no invalid
items are deleted, because these supply no information. Secondly, we
consider an item in a combination constraint table to be ‘fatal’ if there is
no valid superset item in the table to prove it wrong. For example, the
invalid item in Table 9 is fatal, while Table 11 has no fatal items (all
invalid items are subset of the valid item {T1, T2, T3}. Fatal items
are important because they convey strong information. If such an item
matches a combination then this combination can be rejectedwithout
further investigation. The algorithm for generating a constrained cross-
product is given below. The general idea is to generate a full cross-
product and test each element in it. Testing is done by first checking
applicability (subset) of fatal items and then checking each combination
constraint table. To do this, the set of the largest (superset) applicable
items is found and if it contains an invalid item then this element of the
cross-product is rejected.

Let CP be a cross-product of a set of terminations
Let CS be a set of combination constraint tables
Let F be a set of fatal combinations

For every combination TC∈CP:
if: there is an X∈F where X⊂―TC then reject TC
else: For every combination table CT in CS:

find all items Xi where:
Xi∈CT and Xi⊂―TC and there is no Xj where Xi⊂Xj
(Xj∈CT where Xj⊂―TC)

if: there is an X left labelled invalid then reject TC and exit For
if: CS is fully inspected then accept TC

if: CP is fully inspected then return the set of all accepted TC



Table 11
Combination constraints for binary inequality example. T1, T2, T3, and T1 & T2 cannot
occur independently, but they can happen when they co-occur in the following
combinations: T1 & T3, T2 & T3, and T1 & T2 & T3.

Valid Invalid

{T1, T3} {T1}

Table 10
Correspondence combination concept. All situations and their resulting constraints are shown. See main text for explanation.

Nr. Description Termination Correspondence Valid Invalid Comment

1 Possible Deactivation T1, T2 V1A→ V2A {T1}, {T2} Q1 may move individually, or in combination with Q2.
{T1, T2}

2 Impossible Deactivation T2 V1A → V2A {T2} T1 not present, remove T2
3 Synchronous Activation T1, T2 V1B → V2A {T1}, {T1, T2} See text and Fig. 21

{T2}
4 Asynchronous Activation T1, T2 V1B → V2B {T2}, {T1} Q2 may move individually, or in combination with Q1.

{T1, T2}
5 Impossible Activation T1 V1B → X {T1} T2 may be present but not relevant, remove T1
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The epsilon concept has another consequence besides precedence,
which is that immediate terminations will happen all at once as a single
combination. TheEpsilonmerging step (Fig. 19) implements this concept.
It groups immediate terminations by taking the constrained cross-
product and removing all combinations for which there is a superset
combination. Thiswayonly the largest unique combinationswill remain.

The order of the application of inferences as shown in Fig. 19 is
carefully chosen. The argument for this particular sequence is based
on the following two criteria:

• Semantics: Does a particular sequence lead to different, possibly
incorrect, results?

• Efficiency: Does a particular sequence have an effect on efficiency?

These criteria lead to the following approach. Epsilon ordering and
Epsilon merging both reduce the number of states. They should
therefore be placed at the beginning of the sequence from an
efficiency point of view. Moreover, Epsilon ordering produces correct
results, immediate and non-immediate terminations should not be
combined. Hence, it is in fact applied first. Epsilon merging potentially
produces incorrect results if done before the procedures that check for
incorrect combinations (such as Mutually exclusive terminations). A
strongmerge is thus not done at the beginning. Instead, a softer merge
is done later. Application of the mathematical concepts is relatively
expensive. It is done as late as possible to allow preceding concepts to
constrain the ‘search space’ of the mathematical concepts. Therefore
the Mutually exclusive terminations step (relatively simple strict split)
and Correspondence ordering (benefits from the former) are applied
before the Mathematical ordering. Finally, for the mathematical com-
bination concepts, binary inequality terminations are assessed before
assessing more complex quantity contexts, because the former
concept can provide useful constraints for the latter.

6.3. Close: finalising and applying transition scenarios

The Close step applies continuity rules to each compound termination
to turn it into a transition scenario. Consequently successor states are
determined. This is done (as noted before) by the Find states step.
Continuity rules specify a ‘one step of freedom’ for derivatives over each
transition. The set of rules is given in Table 12. This regime is needed
because in general derivatives do not have explicit terminations. Only
Q1 V1A

V1B

V2A

V2B

T1

T2

Q1 = Q2 Q2

Q1 > Q2
T3

Fig. 22. Mathematical combination concept example for binary inequality. It illustrates
that an inequality change may also require a change of the involved quantities.
quantitieswithmultiple influences have these terminations (Section5.2.3
on 2nd order derivatives). The reason for not using derivative termina-
tions for all quantities is that thiswould result in amuch larger set of single
terminations, which would be an unnecessary computational burden.
Note that the continuity procedure only gives freedom to derivatives that
do not have an explicit derivative termination for that state. If both the
normal continuity regimeandaderivative terminationwouldworkon the
same derivative, then a transition scenario with this derivative termina-
tion might lead to the same state as a similar transition scenario without
this derivative termination.

Next to the normal continuity regime, which provides a mechanism
for the correct progression of not explicitly terminating derivatives, two
additional continuity concepts are applied that provide extra constraints
on valid behaviour.

Firstly, the epsilon concept (Section 6.2) has a consequence for
continuity. In immediate transitions, derivatives may not change to
Zero. The rationale behind this rule is that it is a non-immediate
event since it is a transition towards a point. Moreover it represents
the event that the balance of influences on this quantity (whose
derivative is going to Zero) changes from unequal to equal. And this
type of inequality change is of course non-immediate too. Therefore,
in any immediate transition derivatives may not change from Minus
or Plus to Zero.

Secondly, 2nd order derivatives provide extra constraints on de-
rivatives. Table 13 shows the constraints that are active in the
successor state given a derivative and a 2nd order derivative.

As can be seen, weak 2nd order derivatives can supply strong
constraints. For example, when a derivative is positive: δQ>Zero (1st
column), and it has a weak 2nd order derivative: δ′Q≥Zero (2nd row),
still a strong constraint is derived: the derivative must remain positive:
δQ>Zero. An issue here is that the causal model might change over a
behaviour path. If this is the case then constraints should not be applied
{T2, T3} {T2}
{T1, T2, T3} {T3}

{T1, T2}

Table 12
Normal continuity rules. Derivative refers to the current state and Constraint refers to
allowable changes when moving to the next state.

Derivative Constraint

δQ=minus δQ≤zero
δQ=zero None
δQ=plus δQ≥zero
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at this transition. Therefore, these extra constraints are not simply added
to the mathematical model immediately, but instead these are checked
later, right before the new causal model is evaluated. Each constraint is
applied only if all influences on the quantity in question have remained
the same. Note that theoretically this change-check would not be
necessary if new influences would always start at Zero (not having an
effect) and if removed influences would always go to Zero first. In that
case, the derivativeswould still complywith the constraints posed by its
predecessor's 2nd order derivative. And in the new state the new 2nd
order derivative is determined using the new causal model. Such a
‘continuous’ entry and exit of processes (and external influences by
agents) is a good style of modelling, but it is not enforced in Garp3.
Moreover, modelling practice has shown that this theoretical position
cannot be held at all times. On some levels of abstraction one might
for example need to model a transition where 2nd order derivative
constraints of the previous causal model are not met. This happens for
example when modelling a car crashing into a concrete wall without
taking deformation into account.

6.4. Fastest path heuristic

Simulations may result in very large state-graphs, thereby
presenting two problems. Firstly, the amount of information may
become overwhelming such that the overall picture of the system's
behaviour becomes hard to perceive (cf. Bouwer, 2005). Secondly,
large simulations may be computationally expensive. Garp3 has a
simulation preference called the fastest path heuristic that brings relief
in many of these cases.

Simulations often have multiple paths to each end state. In many
cases these multiple paths are strictly speaking distinct, yet practically
very similar in thebehaviour they represent: the same set of changeswill
occur, only the order in which these changes take place differs. The
fastest path heuristic exploits this fact. The idea of the heuristic is to give
precedence to those transition scenarios that apply asmany as possible of
these terminations at once. If these transition scenarios produce a valid
state then the transition scenarios that are ‘subsets’ are discarded. The
fastest path algorithm is given below:

Let TS be a set of transition scenarios
Let S1 … Sn be transition scenarios
Let Ti be the set of terminations in Si

1) Sort TS in decreasing order to the size of T
2) Apply the maximal scenario Si and remove it from TS
3) If a valid state is produced then for every Sj∈TS remove Sj from TS if

Tj⊂―Ti
4) Continue with (2) until TS is empty

The fastest path heuristic is applied in the ‘Close’ procedure on the
basis of a simulationpreference that bydefault is inactive.However, usage
should be done with caution, because in principle there is a risk of losing
valid end states. A simulationmay includea specific typeof behaviour that
is triggeredonlyunder specific circumstances and thatdoesnot includeall
‘changes’ at once. Therefore, this heuristic can potentially cause valid end
Table 13
2nd Order derivative continuity constraints, detailing how derivatives may change
during state transition depending on 2nd order information.

Derivative δ(X)>0 δ(X)=0 δ(X)<0

2nd order derivative

δ′(X)>0 δ(X)>0 δ(X)>0 δ(X)≤0
δ′(X)≥0 δ(X)>0 δ(X)≥0 δ(X)≤0
δ′(X)=0 δ(X)>0 δ(X)=0 δ(X)<0
δ′(X)≤0 δ(X)≥0 δ(X)≤0 δ(X)<0
δ′(X)<0 δ(X)≥0 δ(X)<0 δ(X)<0
states not to be found. In our testedmodel set there was only a reduction
of the number of states, but not a reduction of the number of end states.
Therefore themost abstract significant behaviour was conserved. It is our
impression that the fastest path heuristic is a useful feature, at the very
least during the model development phase.

7. Discussion

Garp3 does not discriminate explicitly between inequality state-
ments that should be treated as always true in a model (e.g. inflow−
outflow=net-flow), and those that may change during simulation (e.g.
Tx<Tx-boil→Tx=Tx-boil). According to the simulator, all inequality
statements can in principle change. This has consequences for the
search space, which may become large. Hence, the default simulation
preference in Garp3 is to treat inequalities involving additions and
subtractions as stable. In many models this assumption holds and
thereby provides a mechanism to significantly constrain the cross-
product of terminations. However, in some models the termination of
calculus relations would be helpful. In future work, this functionality
could be implemented along with a label to indicate stable model
ingredients. This way, modellers would be able to specify explicitly
which ingredients (specific inequalities, correspondences, etc.) should
be used in the ordering procedure.

The heuristics used to aid the inequality reasoning could be further
investigated to formally establish their position (e.g. concerning
soundness and completeness). Especially the restriction on the
recombination of derivable relations and the depth-limit on parent
inferences are interesting issues for further research.

The 2nd order derivative functionality is important for Garp3 to
produce sound simulations. However, complete validity cannot be
guaranteed, because ambiguous 2nd order derivatives might be
moving incorrectly if we would take 3rd order derivatives into
account. Because of its recursive nature, this issue is in principle
impossible to solve. However, practically this is not a problem for the
level of detail of models built in Garp3. Ambiguous 2nd order
derivatives are not branched into multiple states, as the reasoning
engine generalises these states into one state so that problematic
state transitions do not occur. Moreover, modelling is simplified
because inmany cases it is no longer necessary to explicitly model all
possible inequalities between two influences.

Future work will focus on supporting collaborative modelling and
model reuse, and will include a repository for uploading, indexing and
downloading models and model parts. Automatically preserving
model consistency and supporting model debugging are essential
for this, and need further development.

8. Conclusions

This paper has presented the Garp3 workbench for building, running
and inspecting qualitative models. The software has a graphical user
interface for users to interact with the software, facilitating a seamless
interoperability between the different modes of use. The Garp3
workbench offers easy access to sophisticated qualitative simulation
software, providing users the possibility to use Qualitative Reasoning
technology without having to understand low-level implementation
details of such automated reasoners. An increasing number of domain
experts are using the workbench to capture qualitative knowledge of
system dynamics.

Central to theGarp3 software is the inequality reasoning capability. It
is used to determine the applicability of model fragments, the net-effect
of causal dependencies, and it optimises the search for state transitions.
Particularly, the transitivity inference is worth mentioning, because it
computes a full transitive closure of not a standard partial order but one
that can be extended with new nodes via additions and subtractions.
Heuristics are employed to keep the search space within reasonable
boundaries.
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Two sets of reasoning steps implement the main engine: Find states
and Find transitions. The former starts by finding model fragments
applicable to a scenario, by reasoning about structural and behavioural
details. When all applicablemodel fragments have been found, the causal
model is calculated, from which in turn the tendency of change is
determined of each quantity (decrease, steady, or increase).When a state
is fully specified, it is compared to already existing states to determine
whether it is a unique state. Unique states are added to the state-graph.
The Find transitions step implements three procedures to establish
whether a state terminates or transits to a new state. Particularly the
Combine changes step has the potential to become large. Smart ‘look
ahead’mechanisms known as combination concepts have therefore been
developed and implemented that successfully reduce the search space to
reasonable proportions. Finally, reasoning with 2nd order derivatives
plays an important role in guaranteeing that the state-graphs generated
by Garp3 correctly reflect the behaviour of the systems being modelled.

Although not discussed in this paper, it is worth mentioning that
the Garp3workbench is accompanied by a set of support measures for
users, such as a Glossary, FAQ, and on-line modelling help pages
(http://www.Garp3.org). Moreover, the workbench supports multi-
ple languages (e.g., English, Portuguese, and others) and has means
formodellers to copy and pastemodel ingredients betweenmodels. In
addition, each ingredient created during modelling can be given a
unique ‘comment’, which is shown throughout the workbench as a
tool-tip for the ingredient. This supports users in understanding and
appreciating the models.
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